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Abstract. The checking fidelity of the systems with built-in fault detection 
circuits is investigated here taking into account the failure rates of functional 
units, also checking and transmission facilities of right and wrong information 
on the state of functional units. When fault detection circuits or information 
transmission facilities fail, then the information given by them may cause false 
or undetected failures in comparison with the real state of the corresponding 
functional unit. 
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Introd uction. The checking fidelity is a main criterion in 
solving the question how much the checking data represent the 
real state of the system. According to Kudrickij et al. (1977) the 
expression 

D = 1 - Q(t) - ,B(t) 

is a quantitative measure of estimation of the checking fidelity, 
where Q(t) and ,B(t) are the probabilities of false and undetected 
failures of the system respectively and t is the systems operating 
time after its complete restoration. 

We estimate here the influence of reliability of the built-in fault 
detection circuits and signal transmission devices on the checking 
fidelity of the system. 

1. Assumptions and definitions. In order to calculate the 
checking fidelity of a system let us introduce the following assump-
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- the system consists ofn'functional units whichin sense of 
reliability are series connected, i.e., there is no technical, functional 
or informational redundancy in the system except all built-in fault 
detection circuits and information transmission facilities; 

- each functional unit has its own built-in fault detection cir
cuit; 

.. - the fault detection circuit of the given functional unit peither 
is self-checked nor it is ~hecked by checking facilities of other units; 

- at the s~arting point (when t = 0) the system is checked 
completely and it is brought to the absolutely well-operating state; 

- each fault detection circuit check up only a part of its func~ 
tional unit, however, this mentioned part is completely checked; 

- the failure rate of each unit or its separate part is a constant 
quantity (not depending on time); 

- signals are transmitted from fault detection circuits to di$play 
devices by a chain of transmitting units, whose number' may vary 
in dependence on each functional unit; 

- as a fault detection circuit or any transmitting unit in the 
chain fail, there appear an unchangeble signal at the output of 
the chain independently of the input signals of the fault detection 
circuit. 

Let us introduce the following parameters, which specify the 
reliability of the i-th functional unit: 

AUi is the failure rate of the unchecked part of the i-th func
. tional unit; 

Aci is the failure rate of the checked part of the i-th functional 
unit; 

Adi is the failure rate of the built-in fault detection circuit of 
the i-th functional unit; 

A,.ji is the failure rate of the j~th transmitting unit in the chain 
. from the i-th functional unit up to the display devi.ceof 
the checking results; 

~t is the time interval between the neighbouring checking pro
cedures. 
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2. Determination of units reliability. A probability of re
liable functioning of the i-th unit can be expressed in such a form: 

(2.1) 

where Pci(t) is the probability of reliable operation of tlte checked 
part of the i-th unit, Pui(t) is probability of reliable operation of 
the unchecked part of the same unit. 

When the time t is over from the very beginning of the system 
operation or its complete restoration, the probability of reliable 
functioning of the unebecked part of the i~th unit can be' written 
in such a form: 

(2.2) 

since the fault detection circuit belong to the unchecked part ()f the 
i-th unit. 

, The reliable operation probability of the checked part of the 
i-th unit immediately after the checking procedure is equal to 1 
since the unit is completely reStored after a failure was detected. 
, At a. moment before the checking procedure the reliable oper
ation probability ~f the checked part of the i-th unit has a. minimal 
value equal to: 

P~(At) = exp[-AciAt]. (2.3) 
; 
I 

Now let us define a. mean value of the reliable operation prob-
ability of the checked part of the i-th unit during the time interval 
At. It is equal to: 

(2.4) 

If 
(2.5) 

then Pci(t) can be replaced by Pci(At) with preset precision, and we 
obtain 

Pi(t) = exp[-(Aui + Adi)t](l/AciAt)[l- exp( -AciAt)]. (2.6) 
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3. Determination of a false failure probability. Accord
ing to Sotskov (1970) a false failure probability of the system can 
be determinated by a well-known formula for the series units con
nection (in the sense of reliability): 

n 

a(t) = 1 - II[l- q"'i(t)], . (3.1) 
i=l 

where qwi(t) is the false'failure probability of the i-th unit, n is the 
number of units in the system. 

The signals from the built-in fault detection circuits are often 
transmitted to the place of their processing and ~iisplay devices 
through a chain of transmitting units which, in turn, may also fail. 
In the case of a failure the transmitting unit gives a signal either 
"i-th unit is correct" or "i-th unit is incorrect~ independently of the 
signal at its input. The same situation is observed as the built-in 
fault detection circuits fail. Therefore, the false failure probability 
of the i-th unit can be determined by the expression ... 

m 

qwi(t) = Pci(t) [ad;qdi(t)Pmi(t)+ Y>J;qj;(t)Pj;(t)), . . (3.2) 
j=1 

where Pci(t) is the reliable operation probability of the checked 
part of the i-th unit; adi is the probability of the appearance of 
the signal "i-th unit is incorrect" at the output of the i-th fault 
detection circuit when it fails; qdi(t) is the failure probability of 
the fault detection circuit of the i-th unit; Pm;(t) is the reliable 
operation probability of the whole chain of transmitting units; aj; is 
a probability of the appearan.:e of the signal "i-th unit is incorrect" 
at the output of the j-th transmitting unit as it fails; qj;(t) is a 
failure probability of the j-th transmitting unit; pj;(t) is the reliable 
operation probability of the part of transmitting units in the range 
from the j-th to the m-th uuit. 

, The quantitYPci(t) is determined by formula (2.4). Concerning 
quantities adi and aj; there is assumed that fora particula:~ unit 
they don't depend on time and may be defined experimentally by 
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using statistical or reference data. The quantities fdi(t) and lii(t) 
are defined by the expressions: 

fdi(t) = 1 - exp( -.\'lit) I 

fJi(t) = 1 - exp( -.\j;t). 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The quantities p,m(t) and Pjt(t) are defined by the following expres
sions: 

m m 

p,m(t) = Il[l- fji(t)] = exp [ - L >.,.jit] I (3.5) 
;=1. ;=1 
m m 

Pji(t) = Il[l - fd(t)]= exp [ - L >.,..,t] I (3.6) 
.=j .=j 

where '\rj' is the failure rate of the j-th transmitting unit being 
in the i-th chain. It is necessary to notice that in (3.5) and (3.6) 
there is assumed all transmitting units to be without fault detecting 
circuits. ! . 

I . 

By substitut!ng (2.4), (3.3) - (3.6) into (3.2) we obtain the. 
expression for determination of the false failure probability of the 
i-th- functional unit: 

f.,i(t) =(l/AciAt)[l- exp( -AciAt)] 

x { Cldi[l - exp( -.\/Iit )] exp ( - t >.,.jjt) 

+ t.Clij[l-~(-A,.jjt)]exp ( - ~>'''.it)}. (3.7) 

4. Determination of~n undetected failure probability. 
According to Sotskovo(1970Yan undetected f~lure probability can 

' .. ' 
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be determined by the following formula 
n , . 

!J(t) = 1 - II[I-qui(t)], (-t.I) 
i=1 

where quiet) is the undetected failure probability of the i-th unit'of 
the system. . , 

, The probability quiet) consists of two parts: 
a) the failure probability of the unchecked part of the i-th unit 

. provided, that there is no false failure of its checked part, and 
b) the failure probability of the checked part of the i-th unit 

provided that there is a false failure signal "i-th unit is correct". 
Therefore, it is determined by the expression: •• ' 

quiet) = [1- PUi(t)1l1 - qwi(t)] + [1 - Pei(t)]r/ri(t), (4.2) 

where Pui(t), qwi(t) and Pei(t) are determined by (2.2), (3.2) and 
(2.4). The quantity qri(t) is the probability of the false signal "i-th 
unit is correct" at the output of the chain of tra.nsmitting units, 
including the built-in fault detection circuit of the i-th unit. These 
remarks lead .uP to: 

qri(t) =[1 - adi]q4i(t)Pmi(t) 
n 

+ ~)I- aji]~i(t)p;i(t), (4.3) 
;=1 

where adi and aii are described together with the for~ula.s (3.2) 
explanation; qdi(t), Pmi(t), qji(t) andpji(t) are determined by (3.3), 
(3.5), (3.4) and (3.6). ' , 

Conclusions. The explicit expressions for the quantities in- . 
cluded into formula for the checking fidelity of a system with built~ 
in fault detection circuits and information transmission fa.c"ilities 
are obtained in this paper. 

The expressions (3.7) and (4.2) allow us to evaluate the check
ing fidelity of systems more exactly, taking into account the fact 
that failed checking or transmitting facilities of information on the 
failures of functional units. yield unchangeble signals' On their out
puts, not depending on the real state of correspondent functional 
units. 
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